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A B S T R A C T   

Objectives: Spinal glioblastomas represent a rare entity accounting for ca 1–3% of all intramedullary tumors; data 
about survival, prognostic factors and therapeutic protocols are quite poor. Even with an aggressive multimodal 
management the spinal glioblastoma patients’ survival remains poor, with rapid progression of the disease. This 
study reports our experience with the management of the primary intramedullary glioblastomas, also in regard to 
the current literature data. 
Patients and Methods: We retrospectively analyzed the medical records of 5 patients treated at the Department for 
Neuro-oncology and Spine Surgery of the Clinical Center of Belgrade, Serbia, between January 2007 and 
December 2016 for a primary intramedullary glioblastoma. Demographic characteristics, pre-operative data and 
post-operative results were then compared with previous literature regarding spinal GBMs and attempt to 
identify potential prognostic factors. 
Results: Gross total resection was achieved in two patients, while a subtotal resection was performed in the latter 
3 cases; as per protocol, all patients underwent to surgery, followed by radio and chemotherapy. There were no 
intraoperative complications and no patients developed a new postoperative neurological defect; the median 
overall survival was 6 months. Progression or recurrence of disease was noted in all patients at the 3-months 
follow-up, despite the adjuvant treatments. 
Conclusions: To the date, there is a lack of consensus on specific management of spinal glioblastomas: the extent 
of resection can play an important role, but it appears to be not preeminent. A shorter interval between 
symptoms onset and treatment and a smaller extension of the tumor seem to be correlated with better outcomes 
and a longer overall survival. However, there is not an adjunctive viable standardized postoperative therapy yet, 
which results in concrete and persistent improvement of overall survival and progression free survival.   

1. Introduction 

Glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) is a rare malignant entity, which 
represents the most frequent primary central nervous system tumor; 
usually, it is localized in the supratentorial space [1], whereas primary 
localization at cerebellum, brain stem and spinal cord is extremely rare, 
with a reported annual incidence of 0.12 cases out of 100,000 [2]. 

In particular, spinal glioblastomas represent around 7.5% of all spi-
nal gliomas and ca 1–3% of all intramedullary tumors [3]; the most 
frequent localization is the cervico-thoracic tract, followed by thoracic 
area [1,4,5], whereas lesions at medullary conus are extremely rare [6]. 

Clinical presentation of spinal GBMs can be similar to other intra-
medullary lesions and depends on the localization and the degree of 
spinal cord involvement: lower limbs dysesthesia, weakness and/or 
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muscle atrophy, along sphincters disturbances can occur at different 
stages. In most of the cases, the clinical conditions are rapidly progres-
sive. In the reported literature, the overall survival ranges from 6 to 21 
months [7,8,9], with mean survival of 11 months [10]. 

To the date, according to the rarity of data, the assessment of any 
prognostic factor on overall survival cannot be defined and consensus 
regards the specific management has not yet established. So far, treat-
ment paradigms are based on those used for cranial GBM and include 
three-tier therapy [11]: surgical resection, followed by adjuvant temo-
zolomide chemotherapy and radiotherapy. The goal of surgery, as for 
intracranial GBMs [12], is to achieve a maximal safe resection, being 
radical removal rarely possible and the role of the adjuvant chemo-
therapy is not frankly clear in terms of overall survival (OS) and/or 
progression free survival (PFS). 

However, spinal GBMs, as compared to homologous intracranial le-
sions, harbor different genetic mutations [13] and the intramedullary 
localization itself constitutes an obstacle for complete surgical resection 
and radiotherapy planning. 

Despite progress in the treatment of gliomas with the advent of 
aggressive multimodal management, the spinal GBM’s patients’ survival 
remains poor, with a rapid progression of the disease and unfavorable 
outcomes [14]. 

The aim of this study is to report our experience with primary 
intramedullary glioblastomas, also in regard to the current literature 
data and attempt to identify eventual prognostic factors. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Patients data 

We retrospectively analyzed the medical records of patients treated 
at the Department for Neuro-oncology and Spine Surgery of the Clinical 
Center of Belgrade, Serbia, between January 2007 to December 2016 for 
a primary intramedullary glioblastoma. This study was approved by the 
institutional review board (IRB) of the School of Medicine of the Uni-
versity of Belgrade (SRB), which waived the necessity for informed 
consent due to the retrospective nature of the study. Written informed 
consent was obtained from the patients prior to any invasive clinico- 
diagnostic or surgical procedures; consent was also obtained for the 
eventual publication - for scientific purposes - of any anonymous pa-
tient’s records or information. 

2.2. Surgical management 

Gross total resection (GTR) was defined as surgical removal of at 
least 95% of the contrast enhancing portion of the tumor volume esti-
mated on the preoperative MRI, while a subtotal resection (STR) was 
defined as <95% tumor resection. 

2.3. Literature review 

Data from case series of spinal primary glioblastoma, regarding adult 
patients, with at least 4 cases, published between 2005 and 2020 were 

analyzed. These results were then compared to our case series, focusing 
on possible prognostic factors. 

3. Results 

We retrospectively analyzed 5 patients medical records with the 
diagnosis of primary spinal glioblastoma. Demographic and clinical data 
are reported in Table 1. 

All patients were male and the mean age at presentation was 32,4 
years (range: 16–53). 

Presenting symptoms were motor defects in all patients; cervico- 
thoracic pain occurred in three cases, whilst two patients suffered also 
of sphincter dysfunctions. 

The mean duration of symptoms was 6.4 months, the median dura-
tion of symptoms was 3 months (range: 2–12). 

According to the magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans, these 
tumors appear as inhomogeneous contrast enhancing intramedullary 
masses with extensive perilesional edema, affecting the surrounding 
spinal cord [15] (Figs. 1 and 2). All patients were studied with both 
brain and spinal MRI: all brain MRIs didn’t show any pathological 
alteration. 

The surgical treatment was performed in all cases by the senior 
surgeon (DG). Patients were in a prone position under general anes-
thesia: laminectomy was performed in two cases, while three patients 
underwent a laminoplasty. Under microscopic magnification, extensive 
bulging of medulla was identified after dural opening. Tumor removal 
was run as for oncological protocol, with an intralesional debulking 
extending towards lesion margins. In one case, a cystic component was 
present, while two patients had signs of previous intralesional hemor-
rhage. The surgical procedures were performed under continuous 
intraoperative neurophysiological control using somatosensory evoked 
potentials (SEPs), motor evoked potentials (MEPs), and direct wave (D- 
wave). 

Patients underwent an early postoperative spine computed tomog-
raphy (CT) scan within 48 h from surgical intervention (Fig. 3). Gross 
total resection (GTR), was achieved in two patients, while a subtotal 
resection (STR), was performed in the latter 3 cases. The lesion was 
located in the cervical spine in one patient, in the cervicothoracic tract in 
two patients, in the thoracic medulla in two cases: the tumor extent 
ranged from 2 to 8 levels. 

There were no intraoperative mortality or complications, and no 
patient developed a new postoperative neurological deficit. One patient 
had a transitory drop of the evoked potentials, with no change in the D- 
wave: in this case, considering the wide infiltration of the tumor, 
affecting almost the totality of the spinal cord section at that level, the 
surgical resection was stopped, in order to preserve the remaining 
neurological functions. 

All patients were presented to our institutional tumor board and 
therefore the management of each case was tailored within such a 
multidisciplinary team. All patients were planned for postoperative 
irradiation and chemotherapy around 1 month after surgery; however 
three patients couldn’t start or complete the planned adjuvant therapy 
because of early progression of the disease; 2 cases completed the 

Table 1 
Demographical and clinical characteristics. GMS: grade motor scale.   

Gender Age Symptoms Urinary control Localization Motor function 

Patient 1 male 16 3 months of back pain, leg weakness, incontinence No T9-T12 Lower limbs GMS 2 
Patient 2 male 39 12 months of left arm and leg weakness Yes C7-T1 left leg and hand GMS 3 
Patient 3 male 33 2 months of back pain and leg weakness Yes T2-T4 Right leg GMS 3 

left leg GMS 2 
Patient 4 male 53 12 months of cervical pain and recent onset of quadriparesis No Craniocervical-C7 Right arm GMS 1 

left arm GMS 3 
legs GMS 2 

Patient 5 male 21 3 months of quadriparesis and ataxia Yes C3-T1 GMS 4 for all extremities 
except left arm GMS 3  
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adjuvant radiotherapy treatment with a radiation dose of 50,4 Gy in 28 
daily fractions. The individual treatments are reported in Table 2. 

In our series the mean overall survival was 6 months with a median 
OS of 5 months. Progression or recurrence of disease was noted in all 
patients at the 3-months follow-up, despite the adjuvant treatments. 

4. Discussion 

Spinal glioblastomas represent very rare malignant nervous system 
tumors with an overall survival reported between 6 and 21 months [8] 
as related to the severe and progressive neurological impairment and the 
poor prognosis; besides, multimodality aggressive treatment approach 

Fig. 1. Patient 3 preoperative images: Sagittal (A) and axial (B) T2-weighted spinal MRI show inhomogeneous thoracic intramedullary mass with perilesional edema.  

Fig. 2. Patient 4 preoperative images: Sagittal (A) and axial (B) post-contrast T1 spinal MRI demonstrate an invasive cervical lesion, from C0 to C7 with inho-
mogeneous contrast enhancement. 

Fig. 3. Patient 3 early postoperative images: (A) spinal CT scan shows the resection of the tumor without any complications; (B) the 3D reconstruction reveals the 
laminotomy’s levels. 
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seems to not affect the natural course of the disease [3,16]. 
Cheng et al. [17] found that the combination of postoperative 

radiotherapy and temozolomide can improve prognosis in these pa-
tients, albeit a median OS of 15 months was noted. As well, Liu et al [3] 
reported an OS of 20 months, but despite adjuvant treatments only one 
patient showed postoperative neurological status improvement. 

Indeed, according to the literature review of Konar et al [4], based on 
128 patients selected from 58 published articles, median OS of 11 
months was observed. Moreover, the majority of patients complained of 
a low quality of life; they present severe disability at the time of diag-
nosis, with low possibilities of neurological improvement [14]. An early 
diagnosis and a precocious treatment it’s mandatory to promote an 
improvement of OS, with preservation of quality of life. 

In our study, we retrospectively analyzed the medical records of 5 
patients treated between January 2007 and December 2016 for an 
intramedullary glioblastoma and our results are consistent with the data 
reported in the literature [14,18] (Table 3). 

Unfortunately, all patients of our series were young men with a mean 
age at the time of diagnosis of 32,4 years. Nevertheless, we confirmed 
that age and sex do not affect prognosis as reported in an integrative 
survival analysis by Konar et al. [18]. 

In our series, the most frequent localization for spinal GBMs was the 
cervico-thoracic and thoracic tract (in 4 of 5 patients, 80%). According 
to Raco et al. [11], cervical glioblastomas appear to be the most unfa-
vorable due to increased morbidity associated with the involvement of 
the higher cervical areas (respiratory insufficiency appears at an earlier 
stage) and the eventual post-operative cervical instability. The only one 
patient with a cervical localization of the present series showed the 
poorest OS (3 months), if compared to the other cases that showed a 
mean OS of 6–7 months. Accordingly, related symptoms are leg weak-
ness with or without muscle atrophy, dysesthesia and/or bladder-bowel 
disturbances and usually have a rapid progression [7,20]. 

In all our patients the presenting symptoms were leg weakness and 
back pain. This unspecific clinical onset can be pointed out as a possible 
reason of late diagnosis [6,21]: two of our patients indeed had symptoms 

since 12 months prior than diagnosis and mean OS was 4 months, even 
inferior to median OS of our series, i.e. 5 months. Considering GBM 
inner progression rate, it does not seem surprising that our median OS 
rate is inferior also to the overall survival range reported for spinal GBMs 
in the literature [22,23,24] confirming that diagnostic delay can 
tremendously affect the outcomes. 

Concerning the treatment, the goal of surgery for spinal GBMs is to 
obtain the highest resection rate, avoiding damages; however, in spinal 
GBMs surgery, as for infiltrative growth pattern, a total resection and 
especially supra-total resection [25] can be difficult to achieve and 
eventually it is associated with an high morbidity rates [26,27]. Hence, 
the use of electrophysiological IOM is mandatory. We observed that the 
D-wave demonstrated a statistically significant higher ability to predict 
postoperative damages as compared with SSEPs and MEPs alone [28] 
and allowed the surgeon to safely proceed with dissection and removal 
maneuvers [29]; accordingly, resection was stopped at the external 
margin of edematous medulla or in case of pathologic changes in the 
evoked motor potentials (D-wave) [30]. Sala et al [31] compared the 
neurological outcomes of 50 patients operated with the assistance of 
intraoperative monitoring (IOM) (SEPs, mMEPs, and D-wave) with 50 
patients, operated by the same team, without IOM: monitoring protocol 
significantly improved motor outcomes at a follow-up of at least 3 
months, being useful even in those patients with severe neurological 
defects. 

We adopted IOM in all procedures obtaining good rate of extent of 
resection (EOR) (GTR 40%, 2 out of 5 patients), without post-operative 
neurological deficits, resulting in longer mean OS (8.5 months) and 
better quality of life. 

Several studies pointed out that the extent of resection does not 
appear to be a reliable prognostic factor for overall survival in spinal 
GBMs [22,32,33] and, as reported by Behmanesh [14] and Konar [18], 
extensive surgical manipulation can facilitate tumor cell seeding and 
dissemination. Also, in our series, extent of surgical resection did not 
influence the length of survival; rather we noted that patients with a 
lesser degree of tissue involvement had a better prognosis. Patient 1, 2 

Table 2 
Treatment characteristics and follow up. NE: neurological examination; RT: radiotherapy; CHT: chemotherapy; OS: overall survival.   

Surgical technique Grade of resection Postop NE RT CHT OS 

Patient 1 laminectomy, total Slight worsening yes PCV, III cycles 11 months 
Patient 2 laminectomy, subtotal stable 25, 2 Gy interrupted no 5 months 
Patient 3 laminoplasty, subtotal intraop drop of MEP stable yes temozolomide 5 months 
Patient 4 Laminoplasty subtotal Slight worsened no no 3 months 
Patient 5 Laminoplasty total improvement RT, 4,8 Gy 

3 fractions, interrupted 
no 6 months  

Table 3 
Literature data compared with our series. C/T: cervical/thoracic; GTR: gross-total resection; M/F: Male/Female; CHT chemotherapy; RT: radiotherapy; OS: overall 
survival; NA: not available.   

Median age 
(years) 

N◦ of 
patients 

Median symptoms 
duration (months) 

Tumor 
location C/T 

GTR Sex 
M/F 

CHT RT Median 
OS  
(months) 

Liu et al. [3] 2015 31 5 5 2/3 60% 5/0 2 TMZ 3 20 
Cheng et al. [17] 

2017 
28 14 NA 4/10 28,6% 8/6 9 TMZ 9 15 

Raco et al. [11] 2005 33 12 NA 7/5 25% 7/5 5 TMZ 8 17 
Seki et al. [19] 2015 30 4 4 1/3 0% 3/1 2 TMZ 4 12,5 
Yanamadala et al.  

[42] 2016 
40 6 NA 3/3 0% 2/4 3 TMZ 3 18 

Behmanesh et al.  
[14] 2017 

43 4 NA 2/2 0% 0/4 1 TMZ + Bevacizumab 
1 TMZ 
1 TMZ + CCNU +
Etoposide 
1 TMZ + Rapamycin +
Sunitinib 

4 30 

Our spinal series 33 5 3 1/4 40% 5/0 1 TMZ 
1 PCV 

4 5  
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and 3 who presented smaller lesions (4, 2 and 3 levels involvement 
respectively) presented a longer OS, whilst patient with a wider lesion (8 
levels) had the poorest OS (3 months). It can be assumed that lesions 
with a limited dimension are at an initial stage, so the treatment with 
surgery and adjuvant therapies can be more effective. Besides, the 
intraoperative dissemination risk and surgery complications rate are 
lower. 

Focusing on the possible limitations of our study, our median OS 
seemed to be shorter than the other reported in the literature 
[34,35,36]. This could be probably due to the diagnostic delay (two 
patients had symptoms for 12 months before the diagnosis): patients 
presented with extended lesions and with a severe clinical condition; 
these aspects resulted in a lower probability of complete surgical 
resection and limited time for adjuvant therapies. Moreover, one of the 
major limitations of our study is the lack of molecular characterization 
of GBMs, such as IDH type and MGMT status. These cases have been 
treated in Serbia where this kind of tests were not available routinely in 
public hospitals. 

Finally, it is worth underlining that a standardized adjuvant treat-
ment protocol has not been yet established [37]: for spine tumors, the 
radiation protocol requires application of 50,4 Gy in 28 daily fractions, 
which is a lower dose as compared to brain radiotherapy (60 Gy). This is 
due to the spinal cord sensitivity to higher radiation doses, resulting in 
permanent injuries and neurological deterioration [38]. Spinal gliomas 
are considered not radiosensitive tumors [39], so their rapid local pro-
gression might be the underdosage of the radiation treatment. 

Concerning chemotherapy, its role on medullary gliomas has not 
been clarified yet: Kim et al. [40] found that treatment with temozolo-
mide during and after radiation therapy might provide survival benefit 
to patients with primary spinal cord GBM. Several studies [41,42] re-
ported positive results with the use of Bevacizumab for chemotherapy in 
addition to temozolimide (TMZ), per its effect of decreasing peritumoral 
edema and mass effect. 

Temozolomide was introduced in Serbia in 2010 as standard adju-
vant treatment for brain gliomas, but only one patient of the present 
series received TMZ adjuvant treatment. 

In our series, only two patients had the chance to start and complete 
a CHT cycle, patient 1 with PCV and patient 3 with TMZ, respectively. 
Focusing on their OS, patient 1 who had a total resection showed a 
longer OS (11 months VS 5 months). Nevertheless, the limited number of 
cases doesn’t permit to formulate any other conclusion. 

5. Conclusions 

Primary intramedullary glioblastomas represent a rare entity, who’s 
rapid progression results in fatal outcomes despite aggressive treatment. 
To the date, there is a lack of consensus on specific management of 
spinal GBMs: the extent of resection can play an important role, but it 
appears to be not preeminent. A shorter interval between symptoms 
onset and treatment and a smaller extension of the tumor seem to be 
correlated with better outcomes and a longer OS. However, there is not 
an adjunctive viable standardized postoperative therapy yet, which re-
sults in concrete and persistent improvement of OS and/or PFS. Further 
studies on wider series are attended to identify new strategies leading to 
better outcomes. 
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